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You're probably thinking this is just another typical practice test book. Because we know your
time is limited, we've created a resource that isn't like most study guides. With Trivium Test
Prep’s unofficial NEW ATI TEAS Practice Tests Version 6: 350+ Test Prep Questions for the
TEAS VI Exam you'll benefit from a quick-but-comprehensive review of everything tested on the
exam via real-life examples, graphics, and information. Our study materials give you that extra
edge you need to pass the first time.ATI was not involved in the creation or production of this
product, is not in any way affiliated with Trivium Test Prep, and does not sponsor or endorse this
product.Trivium Test Prep’s ATI TEAS Practice Tests Version 6 offers more than 350 practice
questions covering:MathematicsReadingScienceEnglish Language UsageAbout Trivium Test
PrepTrivium Test Prep is an independent test prep study guide company that produces and
prints all of our books right here in the USA. Our dedicated professionals know how people think
and learn, and have created our test prep products based on what research has shown to be the
fastest, easiest, and most effective way to prepare for the exam. Unlike other study guides that
are stamped out in a generic fashion, our study materials are specifically tailored for your exact
needs.We offer a comprehensive set of guides guaranteed to raise your score for exams from
every step of your education; from high school, to college or the military, to graduate school. Let
our study guides guide you along the path to the professional career of your dreams!

From the PublisherThe Art of War: Sun Tzu Strategy Card Deck is a playing card deck made
from casino grade card stock that describes 54 of the most important strategic principles
competitors use to win and why the strategies work. Top flight military schools, to include the
National Defense University at Ft. McNair, Washington D.C., use these cards in their training
programs. Top businesses and law firms have also adopted the cards for strategy planning and
brainstorming.The situation is critical. Which card will you play?Representative content
includes:Card  Ace of Spades Title  ELIMINATE YOUR ADVERSARY Strategy  Terminate
your adversary s present and future participation in the engagement. Basis  Eliminating your
adversary undermines his capacity to oppose you.Card  Queen of Hearts Title  CREATE
SOMETHING FROM NOTHING Strategy  Demonstrate your willingness to bluff so your
adversary doubts your real actions. Basis  An adversary that doubts the reality of your actions
may leave your initiatives unchallenged.Card  Jack of Clubs Title - CHANGE THE SCOPE OF
THE ENGAGEMENT Strategy  Expand or limit the field of action until key measures of
advantage fall into your favor. Basis  Decisive advantages often reside within alternative
boundaries.From the AuthorThese are the cards you play when it's not a game.From the Back
CoverAbout the AuthorSun Tzu Strategy Card DeckRead more
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Teague A Breslin, “... until I got my hands on this book as recommended by my tutor. I failed the
TEAS exam two times until I got my hands on this book as recommended by my tutor. I read and
studied it until it was pretty ragged, but it made all the difference in the world. I improved my
scores by an average of 15 points, which was more than enough to pass. The only way you
could improve the product would be to make it learnable by osmosis. Seriously, I believe you
have already done your part. Now it is up to the student to buckle down and study the material
sufficiently to pass. Just like I did. Thank you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Book is a great study resource.... worth the $. I just took my teas test
today and was placed advanced, one category below exemplary. Not too shabby on my first try
ehh?!! But this book really helped. To be honest the questions in this book are harder than the
TEAS test. So you should feel confident being well prepared. Don’t buy the ATI assessment
materials on the ATI website...waste of $, this book alone is a great resource!”

Ebook Library Reader, “which I like and the thin sleek design of the book makes .... The ATI
TEAS prep book is filled with all questions and answers, which I like and the thin sleek design of
the book makes it easy to carry around and study when needed. However, I would have liked
more diagrams in the math and science subjects. Thank you for having this book available and
easy to purchase online.”

RiRiBabee, “I got into Nursing!. I had to take ATI TEAS and this helped me so much. I kind of
crammed everything into a week but did a section a day and the last day heavily reviewed
science and I got into the nursing program! Order this to help you, but don't procrastinate like I
did. Good luck!!”

Gai Xiong, “Couldn't have done it any other way.. This is all you need to study the concepts of
the test. It is thorough and similar in some ways to the test. This and the Study Guide that is sold
separately + the ATI version of the Study Guide is also a good tool for review.”

JQ, “This book really prepared me for my exam, I'm .... This book really prepared me for my
exam, I'm retaking it because I made what I needed too but I want to get a higher grade. I felt
really prepared using this test prep.”

The book by Darrel Surett has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 139 people have provided feedback.
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